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the sound and feel of the techno genre is something special, and this sample pack is full of that! this
new sample pack from the house of vengeance is aimed solely at the techno genre of deep house &
minimal. well known producers of the first generation came together to produce this gigantic sample
pack: pascal feos, gabriel le mar, frank leicher & d.diggler (aka andreas mgge) have opened their
well-guarded sound archives and demonstrate with more than 1500 samples the way to go in any
club. freakz on beatz is the ultimate library for every producer of deep club music - whether you are
a beginner or an expert! all sounds are clearly organized into categories and tempo (126bpm) and
further separated into loops and oneshots. all loops run 100% tight, are immediately applicable, and
leave plenty of room for your own customizing or editing. finally! a guitar sample pack from
vengeance! with more than 1.4gb of data spread over 1,150 wav files, contemporary producers will
find a whole world of guitars, perfectly tailored for modern dance music!every guitar loop is recorded
by an industry professional using the highest quality gear. layer guitar beneath your chart vocals in
the break, or use them as the main element for your club track, everything you need is here! this
pack is extremely flexible: each guitar construction kit contains guitar loops in each note, (c, c#, d,
d#, etc.), in both major and minor!the chords can be arranged just the way you want them. just
select the desired guitar (nylon, latin, electro, steel, distortion, etc..), then choose and integrate the
rhythm chords of your song. it's that easy!
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the hardest drop ever! the darkside keeps it going with vengeance samplepack vol. 3. the number of
sounds you will find in this sample pack will blow you away: more than 2800 drum loops, multi loops,
pads, percussion, basses, synth shots and samples, kicks, snares, cymbals, claps, returns and other
fun essentials are all included in this pack. if you are looking for the biggest number of drum sounds
available on the market, then you've found your golden light! the easiest way to find everything you
need is to use the soundcloud and loomerang browser to browse all the sounds at once. get some
inspiration with the 3000+ samples, browse through our catalogues and listen to examples of the
sounds you want to use and you will understand why this is the ultimate samplepack for techno and
minimal house producers! the darkside keeps it going with vengeance samplepack vol. 2. this is the
most complete and finest samplepack ever created for techno and minimal house. the 2800+
samples of vengeance samplepack vol. 2 include multi drums, drum loops, pads, percussion, basses,
effects, synth shots, synth loops, samples, kicks, snares, cymbals, claps and returns. if you are
looking for the biggest number of drum sounds available on the market, then you've found your
golden light! the easiest way to find everything you need is to use the soundcloud and loomerang
browser to browse all the sounds at once. get some inspiration with the 3000+ samples, browse
through our catalogues and listen to examples of the sounds you want to use and you will
understand why this is the ultimate samplepack for techno and minimal house producers!
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